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SanipullBulk Premium™ Quick Installation Guide for Bedside Nurse Call Pulls
Scissors are needed to cut the Sanipull ribbon to optimal length (bandage scissors work great).
Scissors are available to order.

Attaching the Sanipull ribbon to the adapter
1. Withdraw from the bulk spool or coil sufficient Sanipull
ribbon and cut to the optimum length. From the
direction of the middle of the adapter insert the ribbon
end under the plastic bridge found in the lower clamshell
(look for guide arrows). Fold the ribbon back toward the
adapter’s bottom end. Close the lower clamshell door.

Installation of Sanipull onto nurse call fixture
1. Cut the nurse call fixture’s original pull string/cord about 4” below the wall fixture. Tie a Figure 8 knot at the end of it. Cut off excess. To resist
pull through, a #6 stainless steel flat washer can be threaded onto the pull string before making the knot. Special hardware available at no cost.
2. Position the pull cord knot into the top clamshell, ensuring that it sits below the V-shaped notch. Close the upper clamshell door to secure.

Note: for Austco™ pull cords the fixture’s plastic snap connector must be cut off the end of the clear
plastic lead. Melt the end of the lead to make a ball end. Insert the ball end into the top end of the
clamshell adaptor, taking care that it sits below the V-shaped notch. Close the upper clasp door.

Attaching a Sanipull grab handle onto the Sanipull ribbon
1. Insert the end of the ribbon into the slot at the top of the handle cover (install 2 covers, if 2
handles are used).
2. With the end of the ribbon positioned flush into the ribbon-profile recess of the bottom
prong, pass ribbon over the next prong and weave under and over the next two prongs.
(Ridges on one side of the prongs allow only one weave direction). A second grab handle
can be installed mid-ribbon.

There are two styles of grab handle available for
optimum accessibility: open (AL-82123A) and
closed (AL-82123C). Handles with covers are
packaged in bags of 10 sets.

3. Slide the cover down over the ribbon-threaded posts to secure the grab handle.

Attaching a SuperSanipull spring clip to user-end of a Sanipull ribbon
1. Hold the clip upside down. Position the end of the ribbon over the center of the clip
pointing toward the clasp. Following the guide arrow, insert the ribbon under the bridge
until the end butts against the end of the clasp.
2. Fold the ribbon back toward the clasp end and close the clamshell door.
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3. Attach spring clip onto linen, clothing, around bed rail or wheelchair arm rest.

Sanitize Sanipulls after installation and regularly according to facility housekeeping policy.
SuperSanipull spring clips are ordered in
bags of 10 as AL-82121

